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Since his late-2015 return to the court, George has steadily returned to the form he
lost in his injury and proven himself worthy of a signature model as the Pacers
fight for a playoff spot. His future as a Pacer, however, is uncertain. George’s
contract was heavily rumored to be moved at the 2017 trade deadline, and speculation
remains that he will be suiting up for a new team following his impending free
agency.

1.Nike PG 1 UConn PE Release Date

Nike Basketball has recently given the Connecticut Huskies men’s basketball team
their own Nike PG 1 UConn PE which they will wear for their season opener which
takes place this Friday, November 10th.

Looking closer they feature the schools team colors. As you can see this  Nike PG 1
for sale
features White across the uppers while National Flag Blue is applied to the tongue,
Nike Swoosh and midsole. Other highlights includes Connecticut’s Huskies’ logo on
the heels while White covers the outsole which completes the look.

Don’t expect the Nike PG 1 UConn PE to release, however we will continue to
showcase upcoming colorways and models created for team. Below you can check out
more images which will give you a better look. Let us know your thoughts in the
comments section belo. Aaaa. The month of November will bring us a couple Nike PG 1
releases. The latest to showcase features a Black and University Gold theme.

2.Nike PG 1 Black University Gold Release Date

Being specific, this Nike PG 1 comes dressed in a Black, University Gold and Wolf
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Grey color combination. Across the base we have Black while using suede and mesh.
Following we have Gold accents which outlines the Nike Swoosh, hits the PG branding,
heel and other select areas. Finishing the look is a Grey midsole with speckled
detailing.

The Nike PG 1 Black University Gold is scheduled to release at select Nike
Basketball retailers including online at Nike.com on November 18th, 2017. Retail
price will be $110.

3.Nike PG 1 Duke PE Release Date

Recently we showcased the Nike PG 1 Duke PE which was gifted to the school. Nike
Basketball will also extend upon their player exclusives for the regular season
opener. We now have a look at the Nike PG 1 ‘Kentucky Wildcats’ PE.

As you can see this Nike PG 1 comes covered in Royal Blue while White accents are
spread throughout. In addition we have speckled detailing on the midsole while White
is applied to the outsole. Completing the look and making them officially a player
exclusive, we have the schools logo on the heel.

Continue to scroll below to check out another image of the Nike PG 1 Kentucky
Wildcats PE. Don’t expect this pair to release however its possible to see some
sizes wind up on  new jordans 2018 . Make sure to visit the comments section and let
us know your thoughts.

Nike PG 1 Reviews

That means that by the time the Nike PG2 drops next year it may be launching in
purple and yellow. But before we get ahead of ourselves though, it’s time find out
if the first model in the series carries on the tradition of fantastic affordable
signature models from Nike.
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Hover over the dots for a breakdown of how the Nike PG1 performs on-court.

Traction – The Nike PG 1 features an interesting pattern that will serve you well
on-court. This particular version of the shoe features translucent rubber, and while
it’s better than what Nike Basketball has put out in the past, it still isn’t the
best option. Why does Nike insist on using clear rubber? It’s mostly to showcase
the technology within the shoe. However, upcoming colorways of the PG1 feature solid
rubber — what I’d recommend over the translucent options — while highlighting the
cushion within the midsole by changing the color of the rubber in that particular
section. I believe that is the best route and I’m surprised Nike hasn’t done it
sooner with so many complaints about the lack of tackiness its translucent rubber
offers.

The good news is that the pattern here really helps the rubber compound out and dust
doesn’t stick to the pattern much. A quick wipe every so often will do the outsole
good, and I’m almost positive that the solid rubber options will far exceed this
version on-court.

Cushion – Forefoot bottom loaded Zoom Air is what is offered in the PG1. This setup
is for those that want a more responsive ride for greater reaction speed. You won’t
sink into the cushion and you won’t feel it bounce back as you would if it were
directly underfoot, but it gets the job done for the most part. At the heel it’s
just Phylon so nothing special there. Some may feel the setup is a bit lackluster if
they’re expecting an abundant amount of cushion, but if you are more into court
feel then this will prove to be a worthy setup.

Materials – This is one of the best material options we’ve had from Nike Basketball
Shoes  in a long
time. It offers a little bit of everything, but not in a way that would make the
shoe feel awkward or cluttered with tons of gimmicky materials.

The forefoot is free feeling with the open mesh and it’s protected by a layer of
fuse in the high wear areas. This is great for players that stay on their toes and
do not enjoy breaking in shoes. Meanwhile, the rear panel, on this colorway, is made
of nubuck and it feels like the good ‘ol days when nubucks and leathers were being
used to construct a sneaker. The overall build feels good, looks good, and plays
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well. Can’t really ask for much more than that. Materials and fit on the Nike PG 1
are my favorite aspects of the sneaker. Speaking of fit…

Fit – The PG 1 fits true to size. However, they are very snug — just the way I like
it. The overall fit reminds me a bit of the  Nike Kryie 3 White Green  — one of the
best fitting shoes I’ve ever worn — especially at the forefoot. And that’s before
I even adjusted the strap. If you’re a wide footer then you may want to go up 1/2
size as the one-piece construction doesn’t offer much stretch once they’re on your
foot.
 The PG1 isn’t perfect, but Nike deserves any success that comes with Paul
George’s first signature model because the shoe is that good. It’s a great
aesthetic design, is releasing in attractive colorways, and—most
importantly—performs on a level that far exceeds its relatively low price tag. For
$110, it’s hard to go wrong. Its cushioning and stability are top-notch, making it
my favorite Nike of the season at any price.
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